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This book examines the impacts of tourism-led transformations on
the industrial historical waterfront at Darling Harbour and The
Rocks in Sydney, Australia in the context of urban restructuring
and deindustrialisation. The book also offers an extended
reflection on the paradoxes between tourism and heritage. This
discussion is not a new concept. However, this book critically
explores the significance of the industrial heritage assets of
these areas and the implications of the transformation
procedures. Although Darling Harbour and The Rocks have
generally been considered success stories of transformation with
mixed touristic, recreational, residential and commercial
activities, this book examines and evaluates how industrial
history and heritage values have been affected. It demonstrates
that tourism/leisure-led developments create urban landscapes in
which cultural identity and historical assets are sacrificed
and/or reinvented.
You hear a lot these days about "innovation and
entrepreneurship" and about how "good jobs" in tech will save
our cities. Yet these common tropes hide a stunning reality:
local lives and fortunes are tied to global capital. You see
this clearly in metropolises such as San Francisco and New York
that have emerged as "superstar cities." In these cities,
startups bloom, jobs of the future multiply, and a meritocracy
trained in digital technology, backed by investors who control
deep pools of capital, forms a new class: the tech-financial
elite. In The Innovation Complex, the eminent urbanist Sharon
Zukin shows the way these forces shape the new urban economy
through a rich and illuminating account of the rise of the tech
sector in New York City. Drawing from original interviews with
venture capitalists, tech evangelists, and economic development
officials, she shows how the ecosystem forms and reshapes the
city from the ground up. Zukin explores the people and plans
that have literally rooted digital technology in the city. That
in turn has shaped a workforce, molded a mindset, and generated
an archipelago of tech spaces, which in combination have
produced a now-hegemonic "innovation" culture and geography. She
begins with the subculture of hackathons and meetups, introduces
startup founders and venture capitalists, and explores the
transformation of the Brooklyn waterfront from industrial
wasteland to "innovation coastline." She shows how, far beyond
Silicon Valley, cities like New York are shaped by an
influential "triple helix" of business, government, and
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university leaders--an alliance that joins C. Wright Mills's
"power elite," real estate developers, and ambitious avatars of
"academic capitalism." As a result, cities around the world are
caught between the demands of the tech economy and communities'
desires for growth--a massive and often--insurmountable
challenge for those who hope to reap the rewards of innovation's
success.
What happens to legacies that do not find any continuation? In
Estonia, a new generation that does not remember the socialist
era and is open to global influences has grown up. As a result,
the impact of the Soviet memory in people’s conventional values
is losing its effective power, opening new opportunities for
repair and revaluation of the past. Francisco Martinez brings
together a number of sites of interest to explore the
vanquishing of the Soviet legacy in Estonia: the railway bazaar
in Tallinn where concepts such as ‘market’ and ‘employment’ take
on distinctly different meanings from their Western use;
Linnahall, a grandiose venue, whose Soviet heritage now poses
diffi cult questions of how to present the building’s history;
Tallinn’s cityscape, where the social, spatial and temporal coevolution of the city can be viewed and debated; Narva, a city
that marks the border between the Russian Federation, NATO and
the European Union, and represents a place of continual
negotiation of belonging; and the new Estonian National Museum
in Raadi, an area on the outskirts of Tartu, that has been
turned into a memory field. The anthropological study of all
these places shows that national identity and historical
representations can be constructed in relation to waste and
disrepair too, also demonstrating how we can understand
generational change in a material sense. Praise for Remains of
the Soviet Past in Estonia 'By adopting the tropes of ‘repair’
and ‘waste’, this book innovatively manages to link various
material registers from architecture, intergenerational
relations, affect and museums with ways of making the past
present. Through a rigorous yet transdisciplinary method,
Martínez brings together different scales and contexts that
would often be segregated out. In this respect, the ethnography
unfolds a deep and nuanced analysis, providing a useful
comparative and insightful account of the processes of repair
and waste making in all their material, social and ontological
dimensions.' Victor Buchli, Professor of Material Culture at UCL
'This book comprises an endearingly transdisciplinary
ethnography of postsocialist material culture and social change
in Estonia. Martínez creatively draws on a number of critical
and cultural theorists, together with additional research on
memory and political studies scholarship and the classics of
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anthropology. Grappling concurrently with time and space, the
book offers a delightfully thick description of the material
effects generated by the accelerated post-Soviet transformation
in Estonia, inquiring into the generational specificities in
experiencing and relating to the postsocialist condition through
the conceptual anchors of wasted legacies and repair. This book
defies disciplinary boundaries and shows how an attention to
material relations and affective infrastructures might
reinvigorate political theory.' Maria Mälksoo, Senior Lecturer,
Brussels School of International Studies at the University of
Kent
At a time when environmental and social stakes are at their
highest – with rising crises and contradictions at the nexus of
a building sense of environmental and social collapse – there
are no easy solutions. Global Im-Possibilities explores just
what can be done around the world to ameliorate this dynamic.
Using a range of essays and a multitude of case studies, this
book explores what new lessons can be learned from examining the
challenges and impediments to achieving just sustainabilities on
the levels of policy, planning, and practice, and considers how
these challenges and impediments can be addressed by individuals
and/or governments. Taking a nuanced approach to provide an
intersectional analysis of a particular issue relating to the
ideals for achieving sustainability, this book asserts that that
it is only in recognizing such complexity that we can hope to
achieve just sustainabilities.
Past, Present and Future
Exploring Cultural and Sporting Mega Events at the Water's Edge
Waterfront Regeneration
On Architecture and Urbanism in an Emerging City
European Port Cities in Transition
Global Im-Possibilities
Neoliberalization and the Struggle for Alternative Urban Futures

Seaports, as part of urban centers, play a major role in the
cultural, social and economic life of the cities in which
they are located, and through the links they provide to the
outside world. Port-cities in Europe have faced significant
change, first with the loss of heavy industry, emergence of
Eastern European democracies, and the widening of the
European Community (now European Union) during the second
half of the twentieth century, and more recently through
drivers to change including the global Sustainable
Development Agenda and the European Union Circular Economy
Agenda. This book examines the role of modern seaports in
Europe and consider how port-cities are responding to these
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major drivers for change. It discusses the broad issues
facing European Sea Ports, including port life cycles,
spatial planning, and societal integration. May 2019 saw the
200th anniversary of the first steam ship to cross the
Atlantic between the US and England, and it is just over 60
years since the invention of the modern intermodal shipping
container – both drivers of change in the maritime and ports
industry. Increasing movements of people, e.g. through low
cost cruises to port cities, can play a major role in
changing the nature of such a city and impact on the lives
of the people living there. This book brings together
original research by both long-standing and younger scholars
from multiple disciplines and builds upon the wider
discourse about sea ports, port cities, and sustainability.
A study of water at the intersection of landscape and
infrastructure in Paris, Berlin, Lagos, Mumbai, Los Angeles,
and London. Water lies at the intersection of landscape and
infrastructure, crossing between visible and invisible
domains of urban space, in the tanks and buckets of the
global South and the vast subterranean technological
networks of the global North. In this book, Matthew Gandy
considers the cultural and material significance of water
through the experiences of six cities: Paris, Berlin, Lagos,
Mumbai, Los Angeles, and London. Tracing the evolving
relationships among modernity, nature, and the urban
imagination, from different vantage points and through
different periods, Gandy uses water as a lens through which
to observe both the ambiguities and the limits of nature as
conventionally understood. Gandy begins with the Parisian
sewers of the nineteenth century, captured in the
photographs of Nadar, and the reconstruction of subterranean
Paris. He moves on to Weimar-era Berlin and its protection
of public access to lakes for swimming, the culmination of
efforts to reconnect the city with nature. He considers the
threat of malaria in Lagos, where changing geopolitical
circumstances led to large-scale swamp drainage in the
1940s. He shows how the dysfunctional water infrastructure
of Mumbai offers a vivid expression of persistent social
inequality in a postcolonial city. He explores the
incongruous concrete landscapes of the Los Angeles River.
Finally, Gandy uses the fictional scenario of a partially
submerged London as the starting point for an investigation
of the actual hydrological threats facing that city.
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For decades, crime novelists have set their stories in New
York City, a place long famed for decay, danger, and
intrigue. What happens when the mean streets of the city are
no longer quite so mean? In the wake of an unprecedented
drop in crime in the 1990s and the real-estate development
boom in the early 2000s, a new suspect is on the scene:
gentrification. Thomas Heise identifies and investigates the
emerging “gentrification plot” in contemporary crime
fiction. He considers recent novels that depict the sweeping
transformations of five iconic neighborhoods—the Lower East
Side, Chinatown, Red Hook, Harlem, and BedfordStuyvesant—that have been central to African American,
Latinx, immigrant, and blue-collar life in the city. Heise
reads works by Richard Price, Henry Chang, Gabriel Cohen,
Reggie Nadelson, Ivy Pochoda, Grace Edwards, Ernesto
Quiñonez, Wil Medearis, and Brian Platzer, tracking their
representations of “broken-windows” policing, cultural
erasure, racial conflict, class grievance, and displacement.
Placing their novels in conversation with oral histories,
urban planning, and policing theory, he explores crime
fiction’s contradictory and ambivalent portrayals of the
postindustrial city’s dizzying metamorphoses while
underscoring the material conditions of the genre. A timely
and powerful book, The Gentrification Plot reveals how
today’s crime writers narrate the death—or murder—of a place
and a way of life.
This international and illustrated work challenges current
writings focussing on the problems of urban public space to
present a more nuanced and dialectical conception of urban
life. Detailed and extensive international urban case
studies show how urban open spaces are used for play, which
is defined and discussed using Caillois' four-part
definition – competition, chance, simulation and vertigo.
Stevens explores and analyzes these case studies according
to locations where play has been observed: paths,
intersections, thresholds, boundaries and props. Applicable
to a wide-range of countries and city forms, The Ludic City
is a fascinating and stimulating read for all who are
involved or interested in the design of urban spaces.
New Perspectives and Opportunities
The Ludic City
Experiences in City-building
New York and the Postindustrial Crime Novel
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The Routledge Companion to Urban Regeneration
Transforming Urban Waterfronts
Dealing with Undergoing Urban Change
In the past decade, urban regeneration policy makers and practitioners have faced a
number of difficult challenges, such as sustainability, budgetary constraints, demands
for community involvement and rapid urbanization in the Global South. Urban
regeneration remains a high profile and important field of government-led intervention,
and policy and practice continue to adapt to the fresh challenges and opportunities of
the 21st century, as well as confronting long standing intractable urban problems and
dilemmas. This Companion provides cutting edge critical review and synthesis of recent
conceptual, policy and practical developments within the field. With contributions from
70 international experts within the field, it explores the meaning of ‘urban regeneration’
in differing national contexts, asking questions and providing informed discussion and
analyses to illuminate how an apparently disparate field of research, policy and practice
can be rendered coherent, drawing out common themes and significant differences. The
Companion is divided into six sections, exploring: globalization and neo-liberal
perspectives on urban regeneration; emerging reconceptualizations of regeneration;
public infrastructure and public space; housing and cosmopolitan communities;
community centred regeneration; and culture-led regeneration. The concluding chapter
considers the future of urban regeneration and proposes a nine-point research agenda.
This Companion assembles a diversity of approaches and insights in one
comprehensive volume to provide a state of the art review of the field. It is a valuable
resource for both advanced undergraduate and postgraduate students in Urban
Planning, Built Environment, Urban Studies and Urban Regeneration, as well as
academics, practitioners and politicians.
Southeast Asia is one of the most dynamic regions in the world. This volume offers a
timely approach to Southeast Asian Studies, covering recent transitions in the realms of
urbanism, rural development, politics, and media. While most of the contributions deal
with the era of post-independence, some tackle the colonial period and the resulting
developments. The volume also includes insights from Southern India. As a tribute to
the interdisciplinary project of Southeast Asian Studies, this book brings together
authors from disciplines as diverse as area studies, sociology, history, geography, and
journalism.
"Modes of transportation understood, by political regimes in different times and places,
as intrinsically useful for clandestine movement, subversive mobility, and smuggling for
revolt. Contents: Chapters look at canal transportation, several types of animal
transportation (mules, elephants, camels and sled-dogs are all treated at some length),
and inner-city freight-carrying infrastructure"--Provided by publisher.
Publisher description
Urban and Rural Developments in the 21st Century
Creating Health and Well-being Through Urban Landscapes
Selling Ethnic Neighborhoods
The Transformation of Edinburgh
The Act You've Known for All These Years
Transforming Urban Transport
Possibility and Diversity in Urban Life

This introduction to the field of urban design offers a
comprehensive survey of the processes necessary to implement
urban design work, explaining the vocabulary, the rules, the
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tools, the structures, and the resources in clear and accessible
style. Providing a comprehensive framework for understanding
urban design principles and strategies, the author argues that
urban design is both a process and a collaboration in which the
different forces involved are knit together. Moving from the
regional scale down to the scale of places, the book examines
the goals and strategies of the urban designer from the
viewpoints of the private sector, public sector, and community.
The text is illustrated throughout with photographs and drawings
that make theory and practice relevant and alive.
Waterfront regeneration and development represents a unique
opportunity to spatially and visually alter cities worldwide.
However, its multi-faceted nature entails city-building with all
its complexity including the full range of organizations
involved and how they interact. This book examines how more
inclusive stakeholder involvement has been attempted in the nine
cities that took part in the European Union funded Waterfront
Communities Project. It focuses on analyzing the experience of
creating new public realms through city-building activities.
These public realms include negotiation arenas in which
different discourses meet and are created – including those of
planners, urban designers and architects, politicians,
developers, landowners and community groups – as well as
physical environments where the new city districts' public life
can take place, drawing lessons for waterfront regeneration
worldwide. The book opens with an introduction to waterfront
regeneration and then provides a framework for analyzing and
comparing waterfront redevelopments, which is followed by
individual case study chapters highlighting specific topics and
issues including land ownership and control, decision making in
planning processes, the role of planners in public space
planning, visions for waterfront living, citizen participation,
design-based waterfront developments, a social approach to urban
waterfront regeneration and successful place making. Significant
findings include the difficulty of integrating long term
'sustainability' into plans and the realization that climate
change adaptation needs to be explicitly integrated into
regeneration planning. The transferable insights and ideas in
this book are ideal for practising and student urban planners
and designers working on developing plans for long-term
sustainable waterfront regeneration anywhere in the world.
Today cities of the Arab world are subject to many of the same
problems as other world cities, yet too often they are ignored
in studies of urbanisation. This collection reveals the
contrasts and similarities between older, traditional Arab
cities and the newer oil-stimulated cities of the Gulf in their
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search for development and a place in the world order. The eight
cities which form the core of the book – Rabat, Amman, Beirut,
Kuwait, Manama, Doha, Abu Dhabi and Riyadh – provide a unique
insight into today’s Middle Eastern city. Winner of The
International Planning History Society (IPHS) Book Prize.
Case studies from cities on five continents demonstrate the
advantages of thinking comparatively about urban environments.
The global discourse around urban ecology tends to homogenize
and universalize, relying on such terms as “smart cities,” “ecocities,” and “resilience,” and proposing a “science of cities”
based largely on information from the Global North. Grounding
Urban Natures makes the case for the importance of place and
time in understanding urban environments. Rather than imposing a
unified framework on the ecology of cities, the contributors use
a variety of approaches across a range of of locales and
timespans to examine how urban natures are part of—and are
shaped by—cities and urbanization. Grounding Urban Natures
offers case studies from cities on five continents that
demonstrate the advantages of thinking comparatively about urban
environments. The contributors consider the diversity of urban
natures, analyzing urban ecologies that range from the coastal
delta of New Orleans to real estate practices of the urban poor
in Lagos. They examine the effect of popular movements on the
meanings of urban nature in cities including San Francisco,
Delhi, and Berlin. Finally, they explore abstract urban planning
models and their global mobility, examining real-world
applications in such cities as Cape Town, Baltimore, and the
Chinese “eco-city” Yixing. Contributors Martín Ávila, Amita
Baviskar, Jia-Ching Chen, Henrik Ernstson, James Evans, Lisa M.
Hoffman, Jens Lachmund, Joshua Lewis, Lindsay Sawyer, Sverker
Sörlin, Anne Whiston Spirn, Lance van Sittert, Richard A. Walker
Gentrification and the Revanchist City
Activating Urban Waterfronts
Fixity and Flow
An Anthropology of Forgetting, Repair and Urban Traces
The Rise of Neighborhoods as Places of Leisure and Consumption
Planning and Design for Inclusive, Engaging and Adaptable Public
Spaces
This work confronts head-on the dilemma faced by a world wedded
to mobility: the danger of continuing along the fossil-fuelled
path and the real paucity of viable technological alternatives
which can be deployed in time.
Activating Urban Waterfronts shows how urban waterfronts can be
designed, managed and used in ways that can make them more
inclusive, lively and sustainable. The book draws on detailed
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examination of a diversity of waterfronts from cities across
Europe, Australia and Asia, illustrating the challenges of
connecting these waterfront precincts to the surrounding city
and examining how well they actually provide connection to
water. The book challenges conventional large scale, long-term
approaches to waterfront redevelopment, presenting a broad rethinking of the formats and processes through which urban
redevelopment can happen. It examines a range of actions that
transform and activate urban spaces, including informal
appropriations, temporary interventions, co-design, creative
programming of uses, and adaptive redevelopment of waterfronts
over time. It will be of interest to anyone involved in the
development and management of waterfront precincts, including
entrepreneurs, the creative industries, community organizations,
and, most importantly, ordinary users.
Narratives, in the context of urban planning, matter profoundly.
Planning theory and practice have taken an increasing interest
in the role and power of narrative, and yet there is no
comprehensive study of how narrative, and concepts from
narrative and literary theory more broadly, can enrich planning
and policy. The Narrative Turn in Urban Planning addresses this
gap by defining key concepts such as story, narrative, and plot
against a planning backdrop, and by drawing up a functional
typology of different planning narratives. In two extended case
studies from the planning of the Helsinki waterfront, it applies
the narrative concepts and theories to a broad range of texts
and practices, considering ways toward a more conscious and
contextualized future urban planning. Questioning what is meant
when we speak of narratives in urban planning, and what
typologies we can draw up, it presents a threefold taxonomy of
narratives within a planning framework. This book will serve as
an important reference text for upper-level students and
researchers interested in urban planning.
Which open spaces and combinations of green-blue infrastructure
provide optimum wellbeing benefits? How we do ensure these
benefits are available to all? Can we reduce health and wellbeing inequalities through sensible design? The volume focuses
on specific studies in urban design, environmental psychology
and public health combining ‘green’ spaces with ‘green-blue’
infrastructures, active mobility and facilities, showing a
series of criteria necessary to ensure that ‘green-blue’ space
can work optimally. The book is divided in two parts: Part one
goes on to demonstrate how design along waterfronts can
contribute to support the well-being of people and encourage
urban quality. Part two identifies design concepts for health
and well-being in urban spaces.
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Fandom and the Beatles
Adaptive Strategies for Water Heritage
Water, Modernity, and the Urban Imagination
Exploring the Paradoxes of Just Sustainabilities
Waterfronts Revisited
The Writers Directory
Public Open Space in Transition for health and well-being

Handbook of Waterfront Cities and Urbanism is the first
resource to address cities’ transformations of their
coastlines and riverbanks and the resulting effects on
environment, culture, and identity in a genuinely global
context. Spanning cities from Gdańsk to Georgetown, this
reference for design, development, and planning explores
the transition of waterfronts from industrial and port
zones to crowd-drawing urban spectacles within the
frameworks of urban development, economics, ecology,
governance, globalization, preservation, and
sustainability. A collection of contextual studies, local
perspectives, project reviews, and analyses of evolution
and emerging trends provides critical insight into the
phenomenon of waterfront development and urbanism in cities
from the East to the West. Features: Explores the
transformation of waterfronts from industrial hubs to urban
playgrounds through the lenses of preservation, governance,
economics, ecology, and more. Presents chapter-length case
studies drawn from cities in China, Bangladesh, Turkey, the
United States, Malaysia, the European Union, Egypt, and
other countries. Includes contributions from an
interdisciplinary team of international scholars and
professionals, a much-needed corrective to the historical
exclusion of researchers and issues from the Global South.
An ideal reference for graduate students, scholars, and
professionals in urban planning, architecture, geography,
and history, the Handbook of Waterfront Cities and Urbanism
deserves to be on the shelf of urban authorities and any
internationally minded academic or practitioner in real
estate development, water management, preservation, or
tourism.
Waterfronts Revisited addresses the historical evolution of
the relationship between port and city and re-examines
waterfront development by looking at the urban territory
and historical city in their complexity and entirety. By
identifying guiding values, urban patterns and typologies,
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and local needs and experiences, cities can break the
isolation of the harbor by reconnecting it to the urban
structure; its functions, spaces and forms. Using the
UNESCO recommendation for the "Historic Urban Landscape" as
the guiding concept and a tool for managing urban
preservation and change, this collection of essays
illustrates solutions to issues of globalisation,
commercialization of space and commoditisation of culture
in waterfront development. Through sixteen selected case
studies, Editors Heleni Porfyriou and Marichela Sepe offer
planners and urban designers a broad spectrum of
alternative solutions to waterfront regeneration
interventions and redevelopments, addressing
sustainability, regional cultural diversity, and the debate
between conservation and transformation.
More than 50 years after their breakup, the Beatles are
still attracting fans from various generations, all while
retaining their original fan base from the 1960s. Why have
those first-generation fans continued following the Beatles
and are now introducing their grandchildren to the group?
Why are current teens affected by the band's music? And
perhaps most importantly, how and why do the Beatles
continue to resonate with successive generations? Unlike
other bands of their era, the Beatles seem permanently
frozen in time, having never descended into "nostalgia act"
territory. Instead, even after the announcement of the
band's breakup in 1970, the group has maintained its
cultural and musical relevance. Their timeless quality
appeals to younger generations while maintaining the
loyalty of older fans. While the Beatles indeed represent a
specific time period, their music and words address issues
as meaningful today as they were during the Summer of Love:
politics, war, sex, drugs, art, and creative liberation. As
the first anthology to assess the nature of fan response
and the band's enduring appeal, Fandom and the Beatles: The
Act You've Known for All These Years defines and explores
these unique qualities and the key ways in which this
particular pop fusion has inspired such loyalty and
multigenerational popularity.
Transforming Urban WaterfrontsFixity and FlowRoutledge
The Gentrification Plot
Large Parks
Loose Space
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Transportation and Revolt
Southeast Asian Transformations
The Evolving Arab City
The Narrative Turn in Urban Planning
While ethnic neighborhoods are usually associated with poverty, crime and
social problems, they have also emerged as places of leisure and
consumption, providing opportunities for numerous entrepreneurs and
employees. Local and national governments and other regulatory actors, as
well as the media, have started to see and promote these neighborhoods as
urban attractions for tourists, city dwellers and others. This book aims to
analyze the roles of ethnic entrepreneurs and their associations and
governments, and - by extension - of consumers and other actors in the rise
of ethnic neighborhoods as places of leisure and consumption. Through
case studies, it situates those neighborhoods at the edge of different
theoretical debates about urban political economy and the politics of
culture, and seeks a dynamic synergy between both.
Why have so many central and inner cities in Europe, North America and
Australia been so radically revamped in the last three decades, converting
urban decay into new chic? Will the process continue in the twenty-first
century or has it ended? What does this mean for the people who live there?
Can they do anything about it? This book challenges conventional wisdom,
which holds gentrification to be the simple outcome of new middle-class
tastes and a demand for urban living. It reveals gentrification as part of a
much larger shift in the political economy and culture of the late twentieth
century. Documenting in gritty detail the conflicts that gentrification brings
to the new urban 'frontiers', the author explores the interconnections of
urban policy, patterns of investment, eviction, and homelessness. The
failure of liberal urban policy and the end of the 1980s financial boom have
made the end-of-the-century city a darker and more dangerous place. Public
policy and the private market are conspiring against minorities, working
people, the poor, and the homeless as never before. In the emerging
revanchist city, gentrification has become part of this policy of revenge.
Over the past decade or so, the wealth produced by Qatar's oil and gas
exports has generated a construction development boom in its capital city of
Doha and the surrounding vicinity. Since the late 1990s, the number of
inhabitants has grown from less than 400,000 to more than 1.7 million
today. In many respects, Doha is portrayed as an important emerging global
capital in the Gulf region, which has been positioning and re-inventing itself
on the map of international architecture and urbanism, with a global image
of building clusters of glass office towers, as well as cultural and
educational facilities. While focusing on the architectural and planning
aspects of Doha's intensive urbanization, this first comprehensive
examination of the city sets this within the socio-political and economic
context of the wider Arabian Peninsula. 'Demystifying Doha - On
Architecture and Urbanism in an Emerging City' features a comprehensive
discussion on contemporary architecture and urbanism of Doha as an
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emerging regional metropolis. It provides a critical analysis of the evolution
of architecture and urbanism as products of the contemporary global
condition. Issues that pertain to emerging service hubs, decentralised urban
governance, integrated urban development strategies, image-making
practices, urban identity, the dialectic relations between the city and its
society and sustainable urbanism are all examined to elucidate the urban
evolution and the contemporary condition of Doha. 'Demystifying Doha - On
Architecture and Urbanism in an Emerging City' concludes by suggesting a
framework for future studies of the city as well as for investigating the
future of similar cities, setting out an agenda for sustainable urban growth,
while invigorating the multiple roles urban planners and architects can play
in shaping this future.
In cities around the world people use a variety of public spaces to relax, to
protest, to buy and sell, to experiment and to celebrate. Loose Space
explores the many ways that urban residents, with creativity and
determination, appropriate public space to meet their own needs and
desires. Familiar or unexpected, spontaneous or planned, momentary or
long-lasting, the activities that make urban space loose continue to give
cities life and vitality. The book examines physical spaces and how people
use them. Contributors discuss a wide range of recreational, commercial
and political activities; some are conventional, others are more
experimental. Some of the activities occur alongside the intended uses of
planned public spaces, such as sidewalks and plazas; other activities replace
former uses, as in abandoned warehouses and industrial sites. The thirteen
case studies, international in scope, demonstrate the continuing richness of
urban public life that is created and sustained by urbanites themselves
Presents a fresh way of looking at urban public space, focusing on its
positive uses and aspects. Comprises 13 detailed, well-illustrated case
studies based on sustained observation and research by social scientists,
architects and urban designers. Looks at a range of activities, both everyday
occurrences and more unusual uses, in a variety of public spaces -- planned,
leftover and abandoned. Explores the spatial and the behavioral; considers
the wider historical and social context. Addresses issues of urban research,
architecture, urban design and planning. Takes a broad international
perspective with cases from New York, London, Berlin, Amsterdam, Rome,
Guadalajara, Athens, Tel Aviv, Melbourne, Bangkok, Kandy, Buffalo, and the
North of England.
The Ethics, Politics and Practices of Sustainable Mobility
The Routledge Handbook of Planning History
Tradition, Modernity and Urban Development
Plotting the Helsinki Waterfront
Urbanization Processes and Global Production Networks
The Fabric of Space
European Port Cities and Urban Regeneration
As the material anchors of globalization, North America’s global
port cities channel flows of commodities, capital, and tourists.
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This book explores how economic globalization processes have
shaped these cities' political institutions, social structures,
and urban identities since the mid-1970s. Although the impacts
of financialization on global cities have been widely discussed,
it is curious that how the global integration of commodity
chains actually happens spatially — creating a quantitatively
new, global organization of production, distribution, and
consumption processes — remains understudied. The book uses New
York City, Los Angeles, Vancouver, and Montreal as case studies
of how once-redundant spaces have been reorganized, and
crucially, reinterpreted, so as to accommodate new flows of
goods and people — and how, in these processes, social,
environmental, and security costs of global production networks
have been shifted to the public.
This Open Access book, building on research initiated by
scholars from the Leiden-Delft-Erasmus Centre for Global
Heritage and Development (CHGD) and ICOMOS Netherlands, presents
multidisciplinary research that connects water to heritage.
Through twenty-one chapters it explores landscapes, cities,
engineering structures and buildings from around the world. It
describes how people have actively shaped the course, form and
function of water for human settlement and the development of
civilizations, establishing socio-economic structures, policies
and cultures; a rich world of narratives, laws and practices;
and an extensive network of infrastructure, buildings and urban
form. The book is organized in five thematic sections that link
practices of the past to the design of the present and visions
of the future: part I discusses drinking water management; part
II addresses water use in agriculture; part III explores water
management for land reclamation and defense; part IV examines
river and coastal planning; and part V focuses on port cities
and waterfront regeneration. Today, the many complex systems of
the past are necessarily the basis for new systems that both
preserve the past and manage water today: policy makers and
designers can work together to recognize and build on the
traditional knowledge and skills that old structure embody. This
book argues that there is a need for a common agenda and an
integrated policy that addresses the preservation,
transformation and adaptive reuse of historic water-related
structures. Throughout, it imagines how such efforts will help
us develop sustainable futures for cities, landscapes and bodies
of water.
Culture- and event-led regeneration have been catalysts for the
transformation of redundant urban port areas and for the
reframing of the image of many port cities, which notably
feature among mega-event bidding and host cities. However, there
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is little understanding of the impacts of these processes on
port-city relationships, as well as of how port city cultures
shape mega events and the related regeneration strategies. The
book examines the underexplored mutual links between, on the one
hand, urban and socio-economic regeneration driven by cultural
and sporting mega events and, on the other hand, the spatial,
political and symbolic ties between cities and their ports. By
adopting a cross-national, comparative perspective, with indepth case studies (Hull, Rotterdam, Genoa and Valencia) and
examples from other port cities across the world where mega
events were held, the book engages with issues such as the
tension between port and cultural uses, reactions and opposition
to mega events in port cities, clashing urban imaginaries
drawing on port activity and culture, the role of port
authorities and companies in the city’s cultural life, the
spectacularisation and commodification of local maritime culture
and heritage, processes of cultural demaritimisation and
remaritimisation of port cities. The book is therefore a
contribution towards the bridging of port city and mega-event
studies, and it provides insights for port city policy makers
and mega-event promoters, drawing from a range of international
experiences. The book also shows how societal and political
change in the current ‘ontologically-insecure’ times may
undermine the very paradigm of culture- and event-led
regeneration in the years to come.
In port cities around the world, waterfront development projects
have been hailed both as spaces of promise and as crucial
territorial wedges in twenty-first century competitive growth
strategies. Frequently, these mega-projects have been intended
to transform derelict docklands into communities of hope with
sustainable urban economies—economies intended to both compete
in and support globally-networked hierarchies of cities. This
collection engages with major theoretical debates and empirical
findings on the ways waterfronts transform and have been
transformed in port-cities in North and South America, Europe,
the Caribbean. It is organized around the themes of fixities
(built environments, institutional and regulatory structures,
and cultural practices) and flows (information, labor, capital,
energy, and knowledge), which are key categories for
understanding processes of change. By focusing on these fixities
and flows, the contributors to this volume develop new insights
for understanding both historical and current cases of change on
urban waterfronts, those special areas of cities where land and
water meet. As such, it will be a valuable resource for teaching
faculty, students, and any audience interested in a broad scope
of issues within the field of urban studies.
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Recapturing Democracy
Urban waterfronts and cultural heritage
Exploring the Potential of Public Spaces
Moving Towards More Sustainable Sea Transport Hubs
Restorative Commons
The Innovation Complex
Cities, Tech, and the New Economy
The Handbook of Planning History offers a comprehensive interdisciplinary
overview of planning history since its emergence in the late 19th century,
investigating the history of the discipline, its core writings, key people, institutions,
vehicles, education, and practice. Combining theoretical, methodological, historical,
comparative and global approaches to planning history, the Handbook explores the
state of the discipline, its achievements and shortcomings and future challenges. A
foundation for the discipline and a springboard for scholarly research, the
Handbook of Planning History explores planning history on an international scale in
forty-two chapters, providing readers the unique opportunities for comparison. The
diverse contributions open up new perspectives on the many ways in which
contemporary events, changing research needs, and cutting-edge methodologies
shape the writing of planning history
This is a study of the physical transformation of Edinburgh in the nineteenth
century.
Recapturing Democracy is a short yet synoptic introduction to urban democracy in
our era of political neoliberalism and economic globalization. Combining an original
argument with a number of case studies, Mark Purcell explores the condition of
democracy in contemporary Western cities. Whereas many scholars focus on what
Purcell calls "procedural democracy" – i.e., electoral politics and access to it – he
instead assesses "substantive democracy." By this he means the people’s ability to
have some say over issues of social justice, material well being, and economic
equality. Neoliberalism, which advocates a diminished role for the state and
increasing power for mobile capital, has diminished substantive democracy in
recent times, he argues. He looks at case studies where this has occurred and at
others that show how neoliberalism can be resisted in the name of substantive
democracy. Ultimately, he utilizes Henri Lefebvre’s notion of "the right to the city,"
which encompasses substantive as well as procedural democracy for ordinary urban
citizens.
Approaches to urban waterfront conservation have been much debated in recent
decades. Early schemes focused on leisure and commercial exploitation, more
recently greater attention has been paid to environmental and ecological conditions,
historic preservation and human well-being. But how do we balance these
competing interests and yet ensure sustainable change, preserve identity and yet
allow for new development? And how do we involve local people? This book aims to
provide some answers to these important questions. The book is divided into three
parts: Part One is an overview for regeneration and awareness of historic
waterfronts. Part Two argues for the sustainable reuse of important sites to
preserve their special identity. Part Three shows the importance of introducing
young researchers to the complexities of designing waterfronts for sustainable
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lifestyles.
Transformation of Sydney’s Industrial Historic Waterfront
The Production of Tourism for Consumption
Urban Design and People
Reshaping Toronto's Waterfront
Pigeons, Mules, Canals, and the Vanishing Geographies of Subversive Mobility
Grounding Urban Natures
European ports in a historic and global perspective

Large-scale development is once again putting Toronto's
waterfront at the leading edge of change. As in other cities
around the world, policymakers, planners, and developers are
envisioning the waterfront as a space of promise and a prime
location for massive investments. Currently, the waterfront
is being marketed as a crucial territorial wedge for
economic ascendancy in globally competitive urban areas.
Reshaping Toronto's Waterfront analyses how and why 'problem
spaces' on the waterfront have become 'opportunity spaces'
during the past hundred and fifty years. Contributors with
diverse areas of expertise illuminate processes of
development and provide fresh analyses of the intermingling
of nature and society as they appear in both physical forms
and institutional arrangements, which define and produce
change. Reshaping Toronto's Waterfront is a fundamental
resource for understanding the waterfront as a dynamic space
that is neither fully tamed nor wholly uncontrolled.
Histories and Futures of Urban Ecologies
Global Port Cities in North America
Handbook of Waterfront Cities and Urbanism
Land, Property and Trust in the Nineteenth Century
The New Urban Frontier
Remains of the Soviet Past in Estonia
Demystifying Doha
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